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The article provides information on functional possibilities and technical architecture of a software module. Examples of interface solutions and information on volumes of reporting documents being created are given.

A developed software module is integrated into created mining and geological information system of Uralkali PJSC. A system is created with direct participation of the authors and provides 21 automated workplaces for various mining specialists (miners, geologists, mine surveyors, geophysicists, geomechanics, environmentalists etc.) starting from the primary link in mines and ending with the management of Uralkali PJSC.
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During the last years of development of Verkhnekaamsk potassium salt field (VKPSF) activities that aimed to prevent harmful impact of underground mines on earth's surface and industrial, civil and natural objects located on it and water breakthrough into mines became relevant. One of the main methods to control these phenomena is to backfill empty space with solid wastes of potassium ore processing. Growing volume of backfill works leads to an increase in survey service of mining enterprises, which does instrumental control over fulfillment of design parameters of backfilling mines. In this regard, there are questions raised on automation of processing of results of instrumental measurements of backfill volumes and compiling graphic and text reporting documentation. In order to solve this problem the authors of the article developed a software module that allows to solve in automated mode most of the tasks that are faced by staff of survey departments of VKPSF mines who monitor compliance with design parameters of volume of backfilling operations. The article provides information on functional possibilities and technical architecture of a software module. Examples of interface solutions and information on volumes of reporting documents being created are given.
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Introduction

Backfilling of mines of Verkhnekamsk field have been carried out for more than 70 years. Works are performing mainly to protect mines from flooding and guard surface and underground facilities as well as engineering structures from subsidence.

Important factors that determine necessary and sufficient amounts of backfilling operations are the features of geological structure of the field and parameters of development system for mining operations.

One of the features of geological structure of rocks is no water in salt deposits and fair water content of rocks that host salt deposit. The upper layer of rock salt is a waterproof stratum (WPS), which protects potash mines from flooding. So, keeping it from subsidence is a requirement for mining operations.

Commercial layers of sylvinitie (AB; Cr-2) and carnallite (B) salts are processed by a chamber system of development. Preparation of reserves is conducted by a panel (SKRU-1, SKRU-2, BKPRU-2) and panel-block (SKRU-3, BPKRU-4) methods. The need to maintain a waterproof layer in a stable state determines parameters of a development system that ensure stability of interchamber bypassed resources and, consequently, the entire rock massif. Thus, most of balance reserves remain in bypassed areas. The factor recovery of mineral ranges from 0.33 to 0.5 [1]. Increase in recovery of ore at all the stages of works has been and remains relevant.

Backfilling plays an important role in its solution. Work out can be performed with smaller bypassed areas when deformations are reduced by backfilling.

Today, backfilling of mines of PJSC Uralkali is carried out mainly by a hydraulic method and less often mechanically.

Solid wastes from processing of potassium ores (salt wastes) and rock salt from the excavation of field workings in small amounts are used as filling material.

During hydraulic backfilling a filling massif is built by aggregation. Aggregation technology includes operations that are as follows: pulp preparation, pulp transportation, pulp holding by bulkheads and brine return.

Filling material moves from the place of pulp preparation and passes through pulp pipeline into the worked-out space. Pulp feed into the chamber is performed at one or several points along its length. The number of feed points depends on the angle of a camera, angle of array slope, length and height of a chamber and required degree of filling.

During mechanical filling salt waste is delivered to backfilling site on belt conveyors. Filling material is removed from a belt conveyor by a plow spreader at backfilling site. Then filling material is delivered to worked out space either by scraper winches or self-propelled wagons.

Most experts agree on the favorable effect of backfilling on geomechanical state around the mines [2-8]. Thus, it is noted that backfilling allows to reduce the speed of deformation of bypassed areas and magnitude of deformation of rocks and the earth's surface. As a consequence, it is recommended to use a backfilling under the urban development and important industrial facilities. At the same time, attention is paid to the fact that the influence of brines supplied with filling material on stability of interchamber bypassed areas has not been studied enough. It is impossible to support roof of excavations completely because of the gentle bedding of the ore body. There is a gap between the roof and backfilling, the size of which depends on the method of filling as well as mining and geological conditions.

A number of works notes that backfilling also reduces air leakage in worked out space, which positively affects ventilation of mines and is an efficient way to protect natural environment [9-12].

Development of a software module that automate processing of surveying measurements of backfills volumes

Filling operations at mining enterprises of Uralkali PJSC are conducted in accordance with requirements of regulatory documents [13, 14]. Their volumes for specific excavation units are regulated by technical projects and mining development plans. Monitoring of compliance with
designed volumes backfilling is carried out by surveying service of mining enterprises through instrumental surveys. At the same time, volumes of filling work that increase annually make the solution for the challenge of automation of processing of instrumental measurements of backfilling and drawing up graphical and text report documentation relevant. To overcome this challenge the authors of the article in 2005 developed and installed at workplace of users at Silvinit OJSC mines the first version of a software module with conventional name Backfill. Details on the main functional features of that soft can be found in the work [15].

However, during the following years urgency of filling operations has increased significantly. First of all, due to frequent cases of negative impact of mining operations on the earth's surface and industrial, civil and natural objects on it, as well as discontinuity (TVZ) and water breakthrough into mines. The most significant demonstration of that impact can be represented by emergency flooding of BPKRU-1 in Berezniki in 2006, earth's surface subsidence near the railway tracks at the station of Berezniki in 2010 and appearance of a depression on the earth's surface and breakthrough of water into mines SKRU-2 in 2014.

All these facts led to strict requirements for carrying out the filling operations in the new approved regulatory documents [13, 14]. In particular, these documents increase requirements for the degree of backfill of cleaning chambers as a technological element of a development system (backfilling factor must satisfy the condition $A \geq 0.7$) and as a protection effort that reduces values of maximum deflection of layers and maximum subsidence of the earth's surface ($0.5 \leq A \leq 0.7$). Besides, a number of report forms has been significantly increased in terms of planned and actual volumes of filled underground space and volumes of not filled empty space. A special control over the percentage content of clay-salt slurries in the packing pulp (no more than 4 %) was established.

In connection with factors above mentioned, the company management has put forward new requirements to functionality of the previously created software module for processing mine survey measurements of backfills in mines.

The main requirements of those are:

– changes in an algorithm of a software module related to new requirements of regulative documents for carrying out filling operations, including the qualitative composition of pulp filling;

– implementation of the most close integration of the Zakladka software module with the forming mining and geological information system (MGIS) of Uralkali PJSC;

– filling in the automated mode of new approved reporting forms $^1$;

– an ability to switch the module into more modern versions of additional programs such as versions of data base management system (DBMS) Oracle, Graphic visualizers, operating system, office products etc.;

– an ability to import and export data into the formats xls (Excel), dxf (AutoCad), shape-files ESRI (ArcGis), tab (MapInfo).

Consideration of above requirements during updating of the previously created Zakladka software module led to the fact that an almost new software was created, which was given the conventional name Zakladka-2. Let's consider the main features of the newly created software module and its difference from the previously created software on the following aspects: functionality, technical architecture of the software, interface solutions and reporting documentation.

**Functional possibilities.** Many years of experience of the Bookmark software module made it possible to reveal that individual functionalities implemented in the software are not relevant for today and can be safely abandoned. In particular, there were not much applications for abilities of the software to fill DBMS tables with initial data on backfilling mines by digitizing their cross sections using scanned images (raster) and a digitizer. After abandoning these and some other features, as well as adding new functions in the

---

$^1$ The Order on Uralkali PJSC “About report forms on backfilling at the mines of Uralkali PJSC” (No. 977 from 14.06.2016).
Zakladka-2 program module it is possible to solve the following tasks:

– processing of instrumental surveying measurements of backfills performed by mechanical and hydraulic methods, and its saving to DBMS tables of Oracle;

– calculation of the volume of backfills and the actual coefficients of filling of worked out space along the transverse and longitudinal sections of production and comparing them with design parameters both for single mines and for the sets of filled mines within the allocated zones;

– determination of the optimal design position of filling (bypass) wells in case of hydraulic filling based on the analysis of production geometry, pulp and pulp pipe characteristics and taking into account new requirements of regulatory documents as well;

– modeling the process of hydraulic backfilling on the longitudinal section of the mine taking into account bulkheads and new requirements of regulatory documents;

– graphical display of backfilling of the transverse and longitudinal sections of a mine as well as on the digital mining plan;

– creation and printing of graphical and textual standard documentation on filling and empty space in mines taking into account new requirements of normative documents.

**Technical architecture of the software.**

The Zakladka-2 software is one of the software modules included in a software complex Automated workplace of mine surveyor (ARM-mine surveyor). This software package is installed on users' work places for the automated solution of the best part of production tasks that are faced by experts of surveying service: from the local surveyor at the mine to the head of the mine survey service of Uralkali PJSC [16-20]. The modular structure of software packages allows you to equip a workplace with functionality in accordance with requests of a particular user. Software modules included in a software ARM Marksheyder with the active option "Filling work" are shown in Fig. 1.

Work of software modules is built on the basis of a client-server architecture using the TCP/IP protocol controlled by Windows operating system no lower than the seventh version. Oracle 12c (12.1.0.1) is used as a DBMS. At the time of the paper writing data on all software modules of various software complexes are stored in 420 linked tables.

It should be noted that in the future, in order to reduce a price of project for the creation of DBMS of Uralkali PJSC, the possibility of switching to a freely distributed PostgreSQL (Postgres Pro Standard) is considered.

Graphical visualization is carried out on digital layers in the free geoinformation system QGIS, which supports work with vector file formats GeoJSON, shape-files ESRI, MapInfo, SDTS (Spatial Data Transfer Standard), GML (Geography Markup Language) etc., as well as with raster file formats and graphs GeoTIFF, Erdas IMG, ArcInfo ASCII Grid, JPEG, PNG etc. The rules of work with digital graphic documentation are defined in the classifier of objects of digital plans and maps for scales from 1:500 to 1:10000 developed by the authors [21].

Programming language C ++ was used to write software code modules.

**Interface solutions.** During development of the Zakladka-2 software module the user's wishes to keep interface solutions as in the previous version of the software were taken into account. Therefore, despite the changes made in the software, the structure of big part of the work windows has remained the same. Examples of the main information windows with changes applied in are shown in Fig. 2-4.
Fig. 2. The main window of the software

Fig. 3. The window for calculation the volume of backfills by longitudinal sections taking into account bulkheads at the different dates of surveying measurements
A detailed description of functional capabilities of the windows shown in Fig. 2-4 and other windows used in the software is given in [22].

**Report documents.** As it was mentioned previously, in accordance with the Order of Uralkali PJSC and in compliance with the requirements of new regulatory documents [13, 14], the list of report documents on backfilling of worked out space and underground voids has been expanded significantly. The total number of created report documents has been increased from 5 to 13 tablets. In order to perform automated compilation of such forms it was necessary to analyze availability of data in the Zakladka-2 software module on geometric parameters of mines and the amount of filling material needed in the Oracle DBMS tables for all the operating mines of Uralkali PJSC. The analysis showed that there is no necessary information only for SKRU-1 mine on excavations made in the period from 1934 to 2007. Thus, in order to compile required report documents for backfilling data on 10,607 chambers was input to the tables of DBMS.

As a conclusion it has to be said that Zakladka-2 software module was created taking into account its adaptation to creating mine and geological information system of Uralkali PJSC. Construction and use of mining and geological information and intellectual systems have found wide application in large mining enterprises in the United States, Germany, Australia and others [23-28]. Several mining enterprises in Russia are also working in the same direction (GMK Norilsky Nickel, Uralkali PJSC, Kolskaya GMK mining and smelting company etc.).

The authors of the article participate in development of MGIS of Uralkali PJSC directly. The system includes 21 automated work places for various mining specialists (miners, geologists, mine surveyors, geophysicists, geomechanics, environmentalists etc.) from the primary link at mines to the management of Uralkali PJSC [29-35].
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